HISTORIC STAUNTON FOUNDATION

47 T H A N N UA L

Holiday
House
Tour
2019
Saturday, December 7, 5-8pm
Sunday, December 8, 1-5pm

T

the Neighborhood
his year the 47th Annual Historic Staunton
Foundation Holiday House Tour winds along the
terraced hillside of the Gospel Hill Historic District.

A historic landscape of house lots, streets, and Victorian architecture
along Coalter Street, between Vine Street and Berkeley Place.
Illustrated on Hotchkiss maps, the names of owners associated with
neighboring properties provide a social glimpse of the reconstructing
era of Staunton. Before 1890, the houses and street making up Berkeley
Place did not exist and in its place was a large estate known as the “Old
Mansion”.
Major Edward McMahon, a railroad contractor purchased the “Old
Mansion” as described in deeds from Michael and Julie Harman for
$11,000. Colonel M.G. Harman was a well-known businessman and
former Confederate Colonel. The “Old Mansion” must have been quite
a jewel. Using the property as collateral, Major McMahon secured a loan
from General John Echols at the National Valley Bank and backed by the
financier Oliver Bierne totaling $38,949.36. Today the borrowed amount
would equal over $900,000.00.
On March 20, 1890, the Executors of the Oliver Bierne estate resold
the property to settle a default by McMahon. Benjamin L. Partlow,
Andrew Bowling, and John Roller paid $3000 down on a $10,000 price.
Two installments paid the full debt by December 11 of 1891. The 25 years
between 1870 and 1895 saw the property purchased, used as collateral,
lost, repurchased, demolished and a subdivision created.
What is the relationship between the various characters, the
“Old Mansion” property and the houses on this year’s tour? Many of
the people involved served as officers in the Confederate Army and
developed the extension of the C&O Railroad to the Ohio River.
During the last decade of the 19th Century, changes come with a
new generation of architecture and the people involved with developing
the neighborhood. The northeast boundary of Staunton becomes a
subdivision with a new set of speculators developing smaller lots with
pattern book homes for new families.
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2019 Tour Sites
1

303 Berkeley Place

2

317 Berkeley Place

3

164 North Coalter

4

310 Vine Street

5

336 Vine Street
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Please note: The owners have
generously opened their private
homes for the tour. Most are not
fully accessible. No elevators will
be available for the tour. Expect
stairs, hills, and uneven surfaces.
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On-street parking is available
throughout neighborhood.
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Tickets are available for purchase
at Historic Staunton Foundation
located in the R.R. Smith Center
for History and Art (20 S. New St.)
as well as the following locations:
Jude’s Emporium, The Wine
Cellar, and Redwood & Company.

Restrooms are available (Sunday
only) in the R.R. Smith Center
for History and Art at 20 S. New
St. and across the street at the
Staunton Visitors Center.
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303 Berkeley Place
Individually listed as the Catlett House on the National Register of Historic Places,
Jeff Ribman and Bonnie Huang’s home is now The Berkeley House Bed and Breakfast.
Constructed in 1896 for R. H. Catlett, his wife Fannie Catlett and their children, the house is a
monumental structure designed in the Shingle Style. R.H. Catlett died in 1898 without being
able to enjoy the home.
R.H. Catlett was a prominent attorney and during the Civil War was adjutant-general
to General John Echols. As noted in the Staunton Spectator in 1865, R.H. Catlett was a law
partner with John Echols and H.M. Bell practicing in State and Federal Courts at Staunton,
and in the Circuit and County Courts of Rockbridge, Rockingham, and Alleghany Counties.
According to his obituary and probate, Captain Catlett was heavily involved with coal mining
and the railroad as part of the partnership with Echols and Bell.
Sited above Berkeley Place and Coalter Street, the house fills two lots created from
the “Old Mansion” property, platted as the Gospel Hill Addition. The variety of materials,
textures, and shapes found in the landscape and house construction are definitive of the
late 19th Century Queen Anne and Shingle Styles. Resting on a lot retained with brick
and concrete walls, the house is a bold composition of the stone foundation, shingled flat
and curved walls, smoothly detailed woodwork trim, varied window openings, tall brick
chimneys, jutting planes, with complex roof forms supported on a grand scale tower and
bays. The combined effect of the relatively thin, paired columns and the airy, open veranda
wrapping the façade offsets the great architectural mass beyond.
Bonnie and Jeff carefully restored and adapted the house for its new use. A combined
approach of maintaining existing materials, providing new finishes, and restoration of
architectural elements results in a gleaming home filled with Victorian grandeur. The extrawide front entry opens to the foyer with angled walls leading to multiple rooms. You will
find fluted columns, complex woodwork, ornate plaster, multiple fireplaces with mantels,
and gleaming wood floors. The three-story staircase leads to bedroom suites with period
furnishings. Throughout the house, leaded and stained glass filter light to rooms while
providing fantastic views of the City.
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317 Berkeley Place
Contractor and developer B.L. Partlow and partners Andrew Bowling and John Roller
obtain the large “Old Mansion” property in 1890, for $10,000 when Edward McMahon
defaulted on a loan from Oliver Biernes. In 1891, the partnership subdivides the property into
22 lots and file a plat with the City of Staunton officially creating the Gospel Hill Addition.
A comparison of maps shows that “Berkley Street” divides the “Old Mansion” lot, plowing
through where the house and outbuildings once stood.
Construction begins on 317 Berkeley Place in early 1892 when William B. Miller enters
into an agreement with B.L. Partlow and his wife Fannie L. Partlow to purchase lot thirteen
and to construct a house starting with $300 down for a foundation.
Placed high above Berkeley Place, the frame house is a vernacular adaptation of the
Queen Anne Style. The shingled front gable stands three stories tall with a deep eave with
brackets supporting eave returns. Patterned slate with metal ridges covers the complex
hip and gable roof including two corbeled chimneys. Surface textures change with German
siding, trim work, and playful front porches. A full-width front porch supported by heavy
bracketed posts includes a lacy, pattern cut balustrade. A small balcony porch repeats the
details above.
Carl and Linda Hoffman have been working on their home for four years transforming
each room and finish for their enjoyment. Carefully chosen earth tone paints replaced bright
pinks and purples. Linda removes obsolete materials and strategically open walls while Carl
builds to transform rooms into comfortable spaces. Creating their den, they removed Beaver
Board walls to install sheetrock and Carl created custom-made bookshelves. Linda enjoys
painting and her finishes reveal her excellent skill.
Throughout the house artwork from family, friends, and classrooms cover walls. A
gallery of family photos is in the hall and portraits of their children hang along the upstairs
landing.
Large sash windows light the leather furniture and a grand piano that fills the front
room. A striking bracketed mantel with cast iron surround and coal grate is similar to those
found in period pattern books.
Carl and Linda created a new kitchen by removing the rear wall to incorporate the back
porch. Building upon the character of the porch, a three-part window looks out to the patio
and a painted board ceiling follows the roof angle. Flush ceiling and cabinet lights illuminate
work surfaces of soapstone, stainless steel, and butcher block. Procuring a heavy Viking
range was necessary to accommodate Carl’s cooking and Linda’s baking.
Upstairs is the master bedroom with a view of Betsy Bell. Cool colorful walls with
gloss white trim contrast with natural finish wood furniture and floors. Linda and Carl have
separate work areas each with their own style. A master bath
incorporates a contemporary
soaking tub and walk-in shower
with traditional painted board
ceilings and walls.
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164 North Coalter
Constructed for William J. and Sallie R. Nelson between 1870 and 1877 this bracketed
Italianate Style house rests below the knoll of Cannon Hill and above North Coalter Street.
Facing southeast, the house and stable provide a view of the Blue Ridge. A long walk leads to
the high front porch and double door entry. Extended in the 1890s, the porch wraps around
the house and includes a gabled corner. (Note the slight, painted shadow line on the brick
next to the entry outlining an old porch post.) Illustrated in the 1891 book, Staunton Past,
Present and Future, the original porch included a balcony railing on the roof. Also depicted,
is an ornate corbeled chimney topped with chimney pots, a wood picket fence, and young
shade trees. Behind the house is one of the few, wood frame carriage houses left in Staunton.
The deep, rear yard with mature trees provides an escape for quiet summer evenings.
A Civil War veteran serving under General Imboden, William J. Nelson was a prominent
citizen who served as Ruling Elder at First Presbyterian Church, practiced as an attorney,
served on City Council, and early in his career as a partner in the iron foundry ROBERTS,
NELSON & CO., - Augusta Foundry and Machine Shop. His wife, Sallie Rhodes was the
daughter of General David Rodes, Clerk of Court for Lynchburg and sister of Major General
Robert Rhodes, CSA.
Pamela and Thomas Wagner purchased the house three years ago (2016) settling in
to lead the adaptive reuse of the Dixie Theater and Arcadia building to create a cultural
education and entertainment venue. With two Emmys resting upon their grand piano, clearly
their life centers upon writing, directing, producing and composing. Moving from a New
York City apartment to a large 19th-century house provides the opportunity to fill walls with
personally collected art including their daughter’s paintings and Pam’s photography. At the
Pollock-Krasner House in East Hampton, Pam and Thom discovered an expanding dining
table that transforms triangular sections through mechanical movement to seat 12 people.
Through serendipity, they were able to purchase a similar table in NYC that fits beautifully
in their Victorian home. Looking out through a bay onto the front porch, the dining room
includes a family heirloom cupboard and sideboard
brought from Hamburg, Germany by Thom’s family, who
escaped the Holocaust.
Upstairs, period windows with broad landscape
views fill bedrooms with sunshine. The guest bedroom is
welcoming with a seating area nestled next to a custom
fireplace. A Colonial Revival style archway with fluted
molding leads to the old trunk room now transformed to
a private bath with a bright tile floor and walk-in shower.
Pam and Thom have great plans for the future
including additional work in the kitchen to enhance their
passion for cooking. Natural colors of maple cabinets,
a tile backsplash, and exposed brick along the back
stairway make for a warm kitchen. Other projects include
transforming the
sleeping porch as a guest
bedroom and creating
a studio in the gableroofed carriage house.
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310 Vine Street
Prior to 1879, part of the “Old Mansion” property included an additional house with
a large yard. This is the house still standing at 107 North Coalter. In 1909, owner Mrs. F.B.
Morton created two additional lots from the property. Local dentist, Frank A. Lasley and his
wife Alice purchased the lot for 310 Vine Street in March of 1910. Based upon local records,
the Lasley family, including their one-year-old son, Frank Jr., must have moved into a new
house soon after.
Today, the Goodson family enjoys their Shingle and Colonial Revival style house. Rich
with detail and sited above Vine Street, the house has tall dormers projecting from the hip
roof, with a Palladian window filling the central dormer. Modillion blocks and dentil molding
cover the cornices to continue the Classical architectural details. Round end shingles cover
the second-floor walls, which rest upon first floor walls of brick masonry.
Dominating the facade is a projecting two-story bay and a wide front porch. Paired
columns rest upon brick masonry bases with wood balustrade connecting the structure. Note
the carefully formed and finished period concrete entry steps with paneled sidewalls.
Inside one cannot miss the pattern and rhythm of the diamond-pane leaded glass
windows. Corinthian columns divide the foyer and living area. The paneled mantel with
pilasters is nestled between built-in bookshelves. A striking staircase with golden oak treads
and dark wood newels lead upstairs from the foyer. A Palladian window brightly lights the
stair landing.
In the adjoining wall, paneled pocket doors close the dining area from the foyer. A twothirds height, vertical panel wainscot completes a fully paneled room.
Mandy and Chris completed modifications to the previously remodeled kitchen. A
rearrangement of the counters, the addition of a butcher-block section, and removal of
a radiator provided more space. Recessed lights provide even illumination for the rich
soapstone counters.
Behind the kitchen is a 1950’s house addition used as a den. Innovative use of salvaged
paneled doors hung on a barn track cover hidden storage. Mandy remodeled the adjoining
bath including a wall covered in penny tiles.
Upstairs the family finds their own private spaces. Reece and Henry’s rooms reflect their
individuality while their parent’s master bedroom fills with light from the large leaded glass
windows of the bay. A walk-in shower and a vintage tub make the master bath comfortable.
Each room has a unique view of the neighborhood.
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336 Vine Street
Ann and Steve Cundy’s home rests on a terrace below Vine Street. Originally
constructed between 1870 and 1877, and enlarged between 1909 and 1914, the house is
distinctive with its vernacular adaptation of Italianate and Colonial Revival styles. The
bordering alley on the south connecting Vine Street and Berkeley Place follows the
historical boundary of M.G. Harman’s “old Mansion” property.
In 1877, Gray’s Map indicates the house started as an ell shaped plan that included
the older, north gabled section. The full front porch and south bay first appear on the 1914
Sanborn Map. The Tuscan Columns, six over six sash windows, pediments, and dividedlight windows of the bay relate to the later Colonial Revival style. Note the differing bracket
pattern between the north and the southern section.
Noted on the Hotchkiss 1884 map is the owner, Captain Frank Berkeley. Captain
F.B. Berkeley was Adjutant to General John Imboden. Following the war, articles and
advertisements in the Staunton Spectator indicate Captain Frank B. Berkeley was President
of City Council and a druggist in partnership with P.H. Trout and F.T. Stribling. An 1887 article
recalling a benefit concert raising funds for the Confederate Cemetery noted, “…the voice of
Mrs. F. B. Berkeley is as soft and sweet as a lute”.
The Cundy’s are new owners continuing a 40 plus year tradition of young families
living in the house. Entering their home through the paneled front door, note the Victorian
hardware and how the sidelights illuminate the warm Heart pine floor. Divided by a staircase
with a turned newel and balustrade, the wide hall connects the evolved four-room plan. A
church pew Ann collected from Washington and Lee University and an early 20th-century
hand-painted screen furnish the hall.
A large bay window brings southern light to the front parlor with it’s brick and tile
fireplace. Opposite the parlor is a library on the 1870’s side of the house. The hall leads to
the rear, connecting the new kitchen with the dining room.
Carefully designed maple cabinets with plentiful drawers and figured marble counters
make this a center of family activity. The kitchen is open to the enclosed porch, providing
a breakfast area with plenty of sunshine and a view across Gospel Hill’s East Beverley. The
dining room includes a custom-designed dining table given to Ann and Steve as a wedding
present. An heirloom silver service rests upon the Federal Style sideboard.
Interior architectural elements indicate a vernacular house with simple moldings.
Providing their own decorative highlights, Ann and Steve added bolection and crown
moldings lending to the Colonial Revival style. Artwork handed down through their families
and collected locally adorn walls in each room.
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A Special Thanks To
TOUR SITE OWNERS
Bonnie Huang & Jeff Ribman
Mandy & Chris Goodson
Linda & Carl Hoffman
Ann & Steven Cundy
Pamela & Thomas Wagner

MEMBERS’ PARTY HOST
Carol and Leslie Kipp

HOLIDAY HOUSE TOUR COMMITTEE
Carol Kipp, Chair
Kathy Denney, Ed Miska

VOLUNTEER DECORATORS FOR THE TOUR
And all of the volunteers, hosts and hostesses that contribute
their time and efforts to make this annual tour a success!

Thank
you
for joining us!
Proceeds from the Tour support the
ongoing community effort to preserve
Staunton’s historic architecture and
revitalization. For 48 years, Historic
Staunton Foundation’s heritage education,
building rehabilitation assistance, and
preservation advocacy have fostered
investment in our community’s
vital historic resources.
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You’re
Invited
Inviting all Historic Staunton Foundation donors to the

47th Annual Members Party
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 6-9:30PM
TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR $100 EACH

HISTORIC STAUNTON FOUNDATION’S
SIGNATURE FUNDRAISING EVENT.
A BEAUTIFUL EVENING OF HORS D’OEUVRES AND
BEVERAGES CELEBRATING THE SEASON WITH
YOUR PRESERVATION FRIENDS.

Hosted by Carol and Leslie Kipp
at their newly completed home rehabilitaition.
311 Berkeley Place
•••
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Historic Staunton Foundation

Partnering with the Staunton community to support
policies and programs that protect, maintain and enhance
the sense of place created by our historic structures
and the built environment

Give the gift of an HSF Membership
this Holiday Season!
More than 550 individuals, families and businesses support HSF through
donations and volunteerism. With a strong base supporting its mission,
HSF continues to have a positive influence on our community’s development.
By joining HSF, you will help to save and maintain the beauty and integrity of
Staunton’s unique architectural treasures, now and for future generations.
Visit our website www.historicstaunton.org for further information.
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Upcoming Events
48th
Annual
Meeting
Sunday
January 25, 2020
4pm
R.R. Smith Center
for History & Art

10th Annual

Winter Wine
Festival
Saturday, February 22, 2020
Noon – 5pm
Stonewall Jackson Hotel
Staunton

